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ABSTRACT: A lounge-type chair, particularly adapted for 
rest and therapeutic purposes, which includes means to impart 
high frequency vibrations to the chair and consequently to the 
occupant, and which means also produces audible music to 
relax, soothe, and entertain such occupant. 
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THERAPEUTIC CHAIR 

BACKGROUND OF‘THE INVENTION 

\l-I‘eretofore, lounge-type chairs have-in certain embodi 
ments-—included electromechanical devices operative to 
create a vibratory effect, but these devices have served solely 

' such purpose and none have accompanied. such vibratory ef 
feet with audible music. The present invention was conceived 
in connection with endeavorsto provide such dual occur 
rences in association with a lounge-type chair. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention provides, as a major object, a lounge 

type chair-adapted and constructed for rest and therapeutic 
purposes-which includes a number of audio transducers 
mounted in novel manner and operative when actuated tonot 
only produce high frequency vibrations throughout the chair 
but also audible, omnidirectional music whereby to relax, 

. soo‘the,‘and entertain the occupant of the chair.‘ 
The present invention provides, as another object, a lounge 

type chair-characterized as in the preceding paragaph 

20 

—wherein the audio transducers are simultaneously energized ' 
by, a modulated current fed from a tape deck and ampli?er“ 
unit rr'iounted on the chair; the transducers being mounted on 
sounding or “speaker" panels included in the chair structure 
and “from, which panels not only‘does the music emanate but, 
additionally, the transducer-induced vibrations ‘therein, trans 
mit'to‘the remainder ofthe chair. ‘ 
The present invention provides, as a further object, a 

therapeutic chair ‘of'the type described which is designed for 
ease and ‘economy of manufacture, and exceedingly bene?cial 
and enjoyable use. ‘ i 

The ‘present ‘invention provides, as a still further object, a 
practical and reliable therapeutic chair, and one which is ex 
ceedingly effective for the purposefor which it is designed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. ‘1 is a side'elevation of‘the improved therapeutic chair. 
FIG. 2 is a sectional elevation of the chair, with the leg'rest 

section removed, and with the back and seat cushions omitted. 
FIG. 3‘ is a fragmentary front view of ‘the back section‘ of the I 

‘chair, with the cushion omitted. . , 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged, fragmentary,ttransverse section taken 

on‘line 44 of FIG. 2. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referringnow more particularly to the drawings and to the 
charaeters‘of‘reference marked thereon, the chair, as here 
sho'wmis of the lounge type, and comprises-with a suitable 
‘supporting base structure ‘l—-a‘ back section 2 and a seat sec 
3 tion 3. , I 

The back section includes transversely spaced side rails 4, 
and a multiplicity of spaced rigid rods 5 spanning between and 
pe " anently seeured in the ‘side rails, and which rods support 
a removable back cushionld. ‘ ‘ 

Similarly, the. seat section 3 includes transversely spaced 
side‘ rails 7, and ‘a multiplicity of spaced rigid rods 8 spanning 
betweenand permanently secured to saidside rails 7; the rods 
8 removably supporting a seat cushion 9. ‘ 
A “substantially rigid, ‘sounding or “speaker" . panel 10 

--‘preferably of hard-pressed particle board-is supported, in 
permanent connection, by‘and extends between the side rails 
4 insubstantially parallel and spaced relation below the row of 
rods!‘ of back section 2. 

‘Similarly, another rigid, sounding or “speaker" panel 11 (of 
the “same material as panel 10) is supported, in. permanent 
connection, ‘by and extends between the side rails 7 in spaced 
and substantially parallel relation‘below the rods 8 of seat sec 
tion'3. 
)A number of audio transducers 12-'-ofa conventional type 

“ROLEN-STAW-are mounted on the panels 10 and 11, 
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‘andf‘such ‘asfare commercialized ‘under the trademark‘ 

2 
preferably two on each panel and in diagonal relation to each 

_ other. The transducers for the panel 10 are mounted on the 
inneror upper face of said panel 10 so that such transducers 
are not visible from behind the chair. However, the transdu 
cers for the panel 11 are mounted on the outer or‘ lower face 
of said panel 11 for the reason hereinafter described. 
Each transducer 12 includes a short, central, attachment 

post 13 which is appropriately fixedly secured to the related 
sounding or “speaker" panel, and which post holds the trans 
ducer in closely adjacent but spaced, standoff relation to the 
panel. ' 1» ._ 

A tape deck and amplifier unit 14 (which may be a conven 
tional domestic-type, stereo tape player with necessary 
manual controls thereon, and adapted to be connected to a 
suitable source of electric current supply) is mounted on one 
side of the chair so as to be convenient to the occupant of the 
chair. Such tape deck and ampli?er unit I4 is connected—by 
suitable ‘wiring W-to the different transducers. ‘The transdu 
cers 12, upon being simultaneously energized by a modulated 
current fed from the ‘unit 14, produce lhigh frequency vibra 
tions which are imparted through standoff posts 13 to the 
panels 10 and 11. When this occurs, the panels in turn trans 
mit the high frequency vibrations to the entire chair, and also 
—serving ‘as sounding boards or “speakers“-—reproduce the 
music provided by the tape deck and ampli?er unit 14. Thus, 
the occupant of the chair is subjected, desirably, to both high 
frequency vibrations (l8,000 per second or more) as well as 
audible music; these occurrences affording a most effective 
dual therapy. 
The transducers 12, on each of the panels 10 and II, are 

placed diagonally thereon in order to obtain an equal distribu 
tion of the vibrations imparted to such panels. 
The chair is preferably provided with a leg-rest section 15 

which, however, is not ?tted with any transducers, but is mere 
ly supported from the seat section 3 for sliding movement into 
and out of said section 3 in the space between the rods 8 and 
the panel 11. The transducers 12, related to the seat section 3, 
are mounted on the outer or lower face of panel 11 so as not to 
interfere with the aforesaid sliding ‘movement of the leg-rest 
section 15. 

While the modulated current, as fed ‘to the transducers 12, 
is preferably derived from a tape deck and ampli?er unit 14, 
such modulated current can, if desired, be supplied by an elec 
tric phonograph or a radio. 
From the foregoing description, it will be readily seen that 

there has been produced such a therapeutic chair as substan 
tially ful?lls the objects of the invention, as set forth herein. 

While this speci?cation sets forth in detail the present and 
preferred construction of the therapeutic chair, still in prac 
tice such deviations from such detail may be resorted to as do 
not form a departure from the ‘spirit of the invention, as 
de?ned by the appended claims. ‘ 

lclaim: 
1. A therapeutic chair comprising a back section and a seat 

section, at least one audio transducer adapted to be energized 
by a modulated current fed thereto, the transducer when ener~ 
gized producing high frequency vibrations, a sounding 
member on one section of the chair, means mounting the 
transducer on the sounding member, the sounding member 
producing audible sound upon such‘vibrations being imparted 
thereto by the transducer when energized, the sounding 
member in turn imparting such vibrations directly to said one 
section of the chair, and a unit adapted. to provide a source of 
modulated current and to feed the same to the transducer. 

‘2. A chair, as in claim 1, including asounding member on 
both the back section and the seat section; there being a trans 
ducer corresponding to and mounted on each of said sounding 
members. 

3. A chair, as in claim 2, in‘which the back section and the 
seat section are each provided with a cushion; the sounding 
members being panels disposed in spaced relation beneath the 
cushions. 
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4. A chair, as in claim 3, in which there are two transducers 
for each panel, said transducers being disposed in diagonal 
order on the respective panels. ' 

5. A chair, as in claim 1, in which the transducer includes a 
short, central, standoff post bearing against and secured to the 
sounding member; such standoff post transmitting the vibra 
tions from the transducer to the sounding member. 

6. A chair, as in claim 1, including a sounding member on 
both the back section and the seat section, each such section 
including cushion-supporting means, and each sounding 
member being a panel secured on the corresponding section 
under and spaced from the related cushion-supporting means; 
there being at least one transducer mounted on each panel. 
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7. A chair, as in claim 6, in which the cushion‘supporting 

means for each section includes spaced, transversely extend 
ing rods; the transducers related to the back section being 
mounted on the upper face of the corresponding panel but 
clear of said rods, while the transducers related to the seat sec 
tion are mounted on the lower face of the corresponding 
panel. 

8. A chair, as in claim 1, in which said one section includes a 
cushion and supporting means therefor; the sounding member 
being a panel disposed in adjacent but spaced relation to the 
cushion-supporting means, and the transducer being mounted 
on the panel clear of said cushion-supporting means. 


